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46 IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
DEGRADATION OF LOESS.
J. E. TODD, VERMILLION, S. D.
One of the most difficult problems connected with the loess
is to explain its blanket-like distribution, by which it appears
to be continuous over high and low altitudes alike.
In southwestern Iowa and eastern Nebraska the altitude of
its base or junction with the drift varies from 100 to 200 feet.
As a rule its upper and lower surfaces are approximately par
allel, the lower being less convex and frequently showing a
culmination somewhat one side of that of the upper. And
even occasionally there is a concavity in the lower correspond
ing to a convexity in the upper. There is sometimes trace of a
washing of the surface of the underlying till, especially at
medium levels, as shown by a line of gravel or sand. The posi
tion and character of the junction of the loess and drift at
lower levels is not so often shown and is therefore little known.
The generally received opinion, I think, is that the drift
was deeply eroded before the deposition of the loess. This
view as we shall see only aggravates the difficulty of the prob
lem. If the surface of the drift was very uneven, as at pres
ent, it is difficult to see how rivers, lakes, and winds could have
deposited the loess as we find it. This will appear as we pro
ceed to consider the solutions which have been presented and
in some cases urged. These we will survey very briefly, as our
time is short.
1. The Lacustrine theory was first suggested, and for a
long time, for perhaps fifty years, was considered fairly satis
factory. It ran through various forms, from a semi-marine or
estuarian origin on one hand to the result of small, local, often
shifting lakes, on the other. The first was forbidden by the
utter absence of marine forms of life, and the following objec
tions lie more or less forcibly against all:
a. There is no trace of barriers sufficient to account for their
existence.
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6. There is no trace of beach deposits, either of ridges or
shelves.
e. There is serious difficulty in accounting for the observed
distribution of material, so uniform in thickness and character,
in a currentless body of water. And if currents are postu
lated they would have tended to follow deeper valleys and
would have differentiated the loess more than we find to be the
ease.
2. The iEolian hypothesis, first suggested by Richthofen
for the loess deposits of China 20 years ago, has had some dis
tinguished advocates who have accepted it for similar forma
tions elsewhere.
More commonly, however, it has been held as a supplemental
theory.
The following objections lie against its general application:
a. It does not accord with the distribution of the loess in
general, while it may explain its occurence at different levels,
it does not explain its common occurrence on windward slopes,
nor its greater thickness near streams on both sides alike.
b. It can not be harmonized with the frequent occurrence of
coarse material in the loess, in some localities.
c. It does not explain the horizontal banding, and the flat
areas on the same level which are frequently exhibited by the
loess.
3. We may notice also an Aqueo aeolian theory which sup
poses, that streams were flowing at lower levels, sluggish and
varying much in volume at different seasons, so that broad bars
of fine material contributed dust and fine sand to the winds
when the water was low, which was borne up and spread over
the adjacent high lands.
There is little doubt that such a condition has existed often
•and has been somewhat efficient in many localities, but it is cer
tainly inadequate for our main purpose. The objections against
the preceding theory would be applicable here also, especially
the extensive flat areas lying at nearly the same altitudes men
tioned under c.
Before presenting our remaining theory we will call attention
to certain facts connected with loess and loams generally.
These facts relate to the properties of loess itself, and to its
,erosion as sometimes displayed. We must also consider under
lying formations so far as they affect the problem.
1. The rigidity of loess. It consists chiefly of grains
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of quartz. These are cemented by carbonates of lime and iron
and chinked more or less with clay. It stands like a rock if it
is kept dry throughout.
2. It is on the other hand very plastic when wet to a cer
tain degree. Water, particularly if charged with a little car
bonic acid, dissolves the cement, and the clay serves as a lubri
cant to the rounded quartz grains. We have only to notice the
behavior of it when thrown from a well, or to mix a little of it
with water to be impressed with this fact.
This property is further exhibited in roads passing through
cuts in loess, and in the rapid wash from hills and hillsides
after a continued rainy season. Two and three feet of sediment
have been deposited on the flood plains of adjacent streams
after a single flood.
3. The porosity of loess and loams generally is markel.
Water is quickly absorbed in any direction, by capillary action.
This has been often noted in it as a subsoil. It affords admi
rable under drainage and on the other hand furnishes moisture
from below in time of drought.
This character tends to promote plasticity and to render that
character more general. By promoting absorption it decreases
much the surface erosion.
,4
. The easy and perfect recementation or "setting" of
loess after being wet, or the sudden change from plasticity to
rigidity.
When water mixes with loess as sometimes on a side hill
after soaking rains, or in sudden rainfall, it flows down, cover
ing the surface below, and accumulating as a talus, and as soon
as the water has soaked out of it, it is as firm and solid as the
original loess. It may be almost impossible to show that it is
a secondary formation except by inference from its relations,
unless there be some fragment of plant, or shell, or position of
concretions, or distribution of color to reveal the fact.
5. The vertical cleavage or column structure of the loess is
a well recognized feature which has an important bearing on
our subject Several things, probably aid in producing this.
The lateral shrinking in drying, the prevalent vertical direction
of the roots of plants, and the formation of light faults by the
unequal settling of different portions because of the plasticity
of its lower portions, or of underlying clays or sands, are some
of the more important.
As illustrations of this property we may refer to the way in
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which we frequently find half way up a steep slope, epecially
at the end of a spur running out toward a bottom land, a verti
cal cliff 10, 15, 25 or 50 feet in height. Also the irregularly
terraced appearance which steep bluffs often show. From
excavations in such bluffs I have noted that these are caused
by a succession of nearly parallel faults running with strike of
the slope which extend vertically through the dry, rigid por
tion of the loess to the moist lower layers, or to the drift clays
below. They might be compared to crevasses in a glacial
rapid.
This same property appears often in the sides of canyon-like
ravines. In fact, the cutting back of a ravine is first due to
the concentration of water in a depression in the lower surface
of the loess, which escapes as a spring. This washes away
the buttressing or enclosing material, the plastic loess escapes,
the superincumbent mass settles down, becomes in turn mois
tened, plastic and washes away, and the process is repeated
backward, following the vein of water. The sides also recede
until their base has risen above the plastic effect of the
water. But wet weather may further widen the canyon or
cause it to throw out branches. The vertical cleavage and
inherent rigidity of the dry loam cause it to stand indefinitely,
while the underlying drift clay is being eroded. In a dry cli
mate this stage might continue long, as it occurs to-day in sim
ilar formations in central Nebraska and Dakota.
To understand still better the origin of the wide vertical
range of the loess, we need also to study somewhat the under
lying formations. The most prevalent underlying formation of
the loess in the Missouri valley is bowlder clay or till. This,
though quite impervious, is usually traversed by oblique seams
which cross each other, dividing the mass into polygonal blocks.
These seams are followed more or less by infiltrating water.
There is without doubt more or less motion along these
seams, in fact they are not unlikely due to strains produced by
gravity upon the mass, or else by contractions caused by
consolidation or drying. Moreover, the upper portions of
this till are often quite easily rendered plastic by standing
water.
Again, below the bowlder clay, which varies much in thick
ness and is sometimes subdivided, there is usually a layer of
sand several feet in thickness. This, if exposed by the forma
tion of ravines becomes a very unstable foundation and the
4 [la. Acad. Scl , Vol. v.l [April 38, 1898]
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suberincumbent till and loess are let down bodily. Much of
southeastern Nebraska seems to owe much of its roughness to
these relations.
We are now fairly prepared to consider a theory to account
for the problematic conditions indicated at the outset. I present
it for your criticism. If I mistake not it will explain much, if
not all, of the difficulties found.
We may suppose that the preglacial surface was uneven as
in unglaciated areas generally. The advance of glaciers spread
over it a blanket of bowlder clay, and left a surface similar to
that inside of the Wisconsin moraine.
Upon this was spread by the flooded streams flowing from
the melting ice sheet, either of the same, or some subsequent
epoch of the ice age, and also by streams burdened with Tertiary
silts and clays from the west, the sheet or succession of sheets
of loess. At this stage the surface of eastern Nebraska,
western Iowa and northern Missouri, was a silt- covered plain
similar to that of the lower Mississippi at present. Possibly
more uneven and more sloping. We can not conceive that
deep rivers were the rule in this work but shallow overburdened
streams more like the Platte of the present day, or the Hoang-Ho
of China.
As the amount of water declined the channels would become
more contracted as in a low water stage. The beginning of a
northward differential elevation and a not improbable lowering
of base level by the change in the course of the Missouri river,
as the writer indicated in his Missouri report, may have begun
a rapid trenching of the water-logged deposits.
In such conditions the erosion of valleys, we may suppose,
went onmuch more rapidly than later, because of copious springs
and great plasticity of the deposits.
As the drift and loess dried out there would be a relocation
or redevelopment of the preglacial valleys, so that the post
glacial streams would approximately correspond to the pre
glacial, as has been pointed out by McGee and others.
The first erosion was probably largely by ravines, cutting
down sooner or later to the underlying till and drawing off the
surplus waters from the loess by springs. Here different sup
positions may be considered.
If the dryness of the climate was sufficient to render the
loess rigid, the springs and streams may have had fair oppor
tunity to erode the drift, not only by corrasion, but by sapping
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and undermining. It is not difficult to suppose that the appear
ance at that stage may have been not very unlike what is now
seen in the ' ' bad lands ' ' of South Dakota, where rigid loams
over-lie firm clays or rocks.
There may have been successive local base levels, each hav
ing its labyrinthine ravines, alluvial fans, and terraces.
If, on the contrary, there was much rainfall, so as to keep
much of the loess plastic, there would be very low or no abrupt
banks, but a general slow mud flow more or less rapid down
the slopes. In such a case the early topography would have
been a succession of flat upland and sag-like valleys with sides
gently sloping or marked with landslides of greater or less
extent.
In time the valleys would reach their lower base-level, the
loose deposits would become more perfectly drained, the breaks
would be gradually worn off by erosion though some stand as
shoulders on the hillsides to the present time, and the region
gradually put on its present aspect.
Another circumstance in the process, though probably
exceptional, should not be omitted. A ravine may have become
dammed by a landslide in its lower course, and the portion
above may have been deeply filled with accumulations from
the sides and wash from above. Subsequently, the barrier
which may have itself disintegrated and been recemented, so
as to appear a part of the original banks, is cut through and the
ravine again works back over its original course.
If vegetation had accumulated in the bottom, a pseudo- forest
bed may be thus formed. I examined a case of this sort in
Mills county, Iowa, where cedars of considerable size had been
buried sixty to eighty feet. The bottom of the ravine was yel
low till, and the first thought was that it was an old land sur
face under the loess, but other facts, particularly the roots of
one much higher up, showed that this growth was long subse
quent to the original deposition of that formation.
It should be remembered that this theory is intended to
have special application to the widest and probably oldest
loess deposit. Some of the lower and more conspicuous are
evidently of much later date. They are simply heavy silt
deposits capping high terraces of deposition along the princi
pal streams.
With this incomplete presentation I leave the theory for
your criticism and hope that portions of it, at least, may be
found of assistance in further investigation.
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